
Item no.: SC-2402-0211-1022

1019942-668 - BELLWOOD bucket, white-natural, large

19,27 EUR
Item no.: SC-2402-0211-1022

shipping weight: 0.80 kg
Manufacturer: Umbra

Product Description
Introducing: Bellwood stacking bins - designed for easy organisation! These practical bins make organising any space quick and easy. Made from recycled plastic and sustainable
wood, these stackable bins are durable. They also come with integrated handles, making them easy to transport no matter how full they get! Plus, they're available in two sizes - one
is just right for all those cereal boxes, the other is perfect for storing snacks, condiments, tinned food and anything else you need. Even better, you can remove the dividers so you
can use them in the way that best suits your organisation needs. Combine them with other items from our Bellwood Pantry Collection to create a unified look.Stackable &
space-saving binsUse multiple Bellwood bins to stack on top of each other to create a space-saving storage solution for your pantry, cupboard and more; large bin measuresMade
from recycled plastic and sustainable woodThe complete Bellwood Pantry Collection is made from recycled plastic and sustainable wood.Organise your pantry in no timeBellwood
containers make organising effortless - with the included removable dividers, you can instantly tidy up any space, from the bathroom to the pantryPart of the Bellwood
PantryCollectionPart of the Bellwood Pantry Collection by Umbra, which includes a spice rack, lazy base, stackable bins and a packet organiserOriginal design and guaranteed
satisfactionOur team of international designers bring thought, creativity and original design to everyday objects. Umbra products are made from high-quality materials. Don't be
fooled by copycat products. Choose Umbra and get the original design
Details- Colour: white/naturalTechnical data- Length 35cm- Width 26cm- Height 13cm- Material: 80% recycled ABS, 10% poplar wood, 5% ash wood, 4% nylon, 1% silicone
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